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COVID-19 will undoubtedly have major implications for economic activity…
In 2020 we have been witness to a rapid development of the COVID-19 virus outbreak,
driving a significant number of infections globally. Measures taken to contain the virus
outbreak have affected economic activity greatly, which in turn will have major
implications for future financial reporting. Some of the key impacts include, but are not
limited to interruptions of production, supply chain disruptions, unavailability of
personnel, reductions in sales, earnings, or productivity and the possible closure of
facilities and stores. We've strived for a balance between highlighting the issues so they
are on your radar and depth of technical detail embedded within these issues.
…and in turn major implications for financial reporting
We expect companies will need to review, in addition to going concern, all areas of the
accounts that are subject to judgement and estimation uncertainty, including:
accounting estimates, fair value measurements, assets impairment, expected credit loss
assessments, hedge accounting and other financial statement disclosure requirements.
The impact of breaches of covenants, onerous contract provisions and restructuring
plans also deserve consideration.
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For investors, we have given a guide to identify resilient companies…
In our recent note (Your guide to identify which companies have the resilience to
weather the COVID-19 crisis), we unpack the big question that asks who can weather
the current climate, into an assessment that focuses on cash flow generation, flexibility
and access. We then take this view to examine the full commitment spectrum facing
companies. Not just debt commitments. We view any commitment where the company
needs to pay cash out as a financial obligation – it's not just about debt now. These
other obligations can cause critical cash flow issues for companies.
…by asking detailed questions.
Delving deeper into the detail makes all the difference when trying to triage who can
weather the storm. We analyse sources, restrictions and uses of liquidity, cash burn
rates and runaways and defensive interval ratios. We look at operating leverage
assessments, cost mixes, and debt covenants. We focus on the analysis of hidden
guarantees, off-balance sheet commitments and contingency probability reassessment.
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COVID-19 potential reporting issues

COVID-19 has global implications
as a consequence of mobility restrictions
In 2020 we have been witness to a rapid development of the COVID-19 virus
outbreak, driving a significant number of infections globally. Measures taken to
contain the virus outbreak have affected economic activity greatly, which in turn
will have major implications for future financial reporting.

The COVID-19 outbreak is
expected to have material effects
on reported numbers …

Some of the key impacts include, but are not limited to:


Interruptions of production.



Supply chain disruptions.



Unavailability of personnel.



Reductions in sales, earnings, or productivity.



Closure of facilities and stores.



Delays in planned business expansions.



Inability to raise financing.



Increased volatility in the value of financial instruments.



Reduced tourism, disruptions in nonessential travel and sports, cultural and
other leisure activities.

In addition, entities should consider the increasingly broad effects of COVID-19 as a result of
its negative impact on the global economy and major financial markets.
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At a glance
Careful consideration should be given to the impact of COVID-19 on both interim
and annual financial statement reporting. We believe the impact could be
significant for many businesses.

…we highlight the more
important issues here.

What are the financial
reporting consequences?
Implications not only include effects on the measurement of assets & liabilities but
also disclosure issues and more importantly an entity's ability to continue as a
going concern. Below we have highlighted the major financial statement effects
that we believe could be impacted by the virus.
Figure 1: At a glance – COVID-19 could potential have an impact on these accounting rules
Financial Statements

Description

Possible reasoning

IAS 1 / ASC 205/220

Going concern

Potential implications of COVID-19 on the business as a going concern

IAS 2 / ASC 330

Inventories

Reduced idle capacity, the overhead costs may not be allocated

IAS 10 / ASC 855

Events after the reporting period

Is the coronavirus affect an adjustable event?

IAS 12 / ASC 740

Income Taxes

The realisation of deferred tax assets when assets are impaired

IAS 16 / ASC 360/835

Property, plant & equipment

Under-utilised assets requires depreciation to still be charged

IAS 19 / ASC 420/710

Employee benefits

Sick pay / self-isolation costs / etc.

IAS 23 / ASC 470/835

Borrowing costs

Capitalisation of interest is suspended when development is suspended

IAS 28 / ASC 323/808

Investments in Associates & joint ventures

Test these entities for impairment under the equity method

IAS 36 / ASC 350/360

Impairment of assets

Test goodwill & indefinite lived intangible assets for impairment

IAS 37 / ASC 450/410

Provisions, contingent liabilities and contingent assets

Provisions should only be recognised where there is a present obligation

IFRS 9 / ASC 310/815

Financial Instruments

Measurement of Impairment of intangible assets

IFRS 13 / ASC 820

Fair value measurement

Asset and liabilities measured at fair value

IFRS 15 / ASC 606

Revenue from contracts with customers

Changed assumptions made on the measurement of variable consideration

IFRS 16 / ASC 742

Leases

Lease terms and/or terms might have been renegotiated

Covenants breaches

Certain financial measurements breached

Could trigger material adverse change clauses like repayment of loans, etc.

Disclosure

Materiality & presentation of financial statements

Disclose the event, the nature of the event & an estimated financial effect.

Onerous contracts

Unavoidable costs > economic benefits

When unavoidable costs under the contract exceed the economic benefits

Contingent assets

Continuity insurance

The recovery has to be virtually certain / claims has been accepted etc.

Source: UBS
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In a bit more detail

We dissect
the more prominent accounting issues
As we progress through 2020, more information is coming to light on the scale
and impact of the coronavirus. There may be a greater degree of judgement
required when identifying the conditions at balance sheet dates after 2019, and
therefore assessing whether the developments are adjusting or non-adjusting
events. The coronavirus is ordinarily an adjusting event for any reporting period
ending as from 31 January 2020.
We expect companies will need to review, in addition to going concern, all areas
of the accounts that are subject to judgement and estimation uncertainty,
including:


accounting estimates



fair value measurements



assets impairment



expected credit loss assessments



hedge accounting



other financial statement disclosure requirements.

The impact of breaches of covenants, onerous contracts provisions and
restructuring plans also deserve consideration

Going concern

Will companies be able
to weather the storm?
Consider the potential implications of COVID-19 and the measures taken to
control it when assessing an entity’s ability to continue as a going concern. An
entity is no longer a going concern if there are intentions to liquidate the entity or
to cease trading, or has no realistic alternative but to do so. Consider running
several possible sensitivity analyses to determine whether there is any material
uncertainty of an entity's ability to continue as a going concern.
More: Your guide to identify which companies have the resilience
to weather the COVID-19 crisis
Material uncertainties that might cast significant doubt upon an entity’s ability to
continue as a going concern should be disclosed in accordance with IAS 1.
What then if an entity is not operating as a going concern anymore?
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IAS 1 does not tell us how to prepare financials when going concern does not
apply any longer. Companies would then have to apply their knowledge of IFRS to
the best of their knowledge and/or refer to an alternative like the break-up basis of
accounting. It's not defined in IFRS but it's defined in the legislation of many
jurisdictions.
Here you need to asses:

(1)

Whether the company has sufficient assets to cover its liabilities, and

(2)

If after all liabilities are settled, there would be some surplus to distribute to
shareholders.

Importantly therefore it's more about the valuation applied to assets and liabilities.

Disclosures

Disclosure rules are encompassing.
Consideration should be given to the specific requirements in IAS 1 to disclose
significant accounting policies, the most significant judgements made in applying
those accounting policies and the estimates that are most likely to result in an
adjustment to profits in future periods.
Any changes in financial risks such as credit risk, liquidity risk, currency risk and
other price risk, or in their objectives, policies and processes for managing those
risks, have to be disclosed in detail.
Also consider the requirements in IAS 1 Presentation of financial statements to
disclose the major sources of estimation uncertainty that have a significant risk of
resulting in a material adjustment to the financial statements in a subsequent
period.

Non-financial assets

Are assets carried
at fair value?
Impairment under IAS 36 – Impairment of assets
Consider the potential impairment of non-financial assets. IAS 36 requires that
goodwill and indefinite lived intangible assets are tested for impairment at a
minimum every year and other non-financial assets whenever there is an indicator
that those assets might be impaired. Temporarily ceasing operations or suffering
an immediate decline in demand or prices and profitability are clearly events that
might indicate impairment.
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Associates and joint ventures accounted using the equity
method
These ventures are tested for impairment in accordance with IAS 28 Investments in
Associates and Joint Ventures. Management should consider whether the impact
of COVID-19 and the measures taken to control it are an indicator that an
associate or joint venture is impaired.
In a stressed scenario it's important to capture all debt commitments. To this end it
might be important to also include debt embedded in JV and associates (JVA's)
where there is a strategic recourse to the group.
While companies might have no legal obligation for the debt of their JVA's, rating
agencies might believe the strategic importance of these JVA's to the company's
business model provides the company with an incentive to keep these JVA's viable.

Inventories
It might be necessary to write down inventories to net realisable value. These
write-downs could be due to reduced movement in inventory, lower commodity
prices, or inventory obsolescence due to lower than expected sales.
Furthermore IAS 2 Inventories requires that fixed production overheads are
included in the cost of inventory based on normal production capacity. Reduced
production might affect the extent to which overheads can be included in the cost
of inventory.
This is a non-cash adjustment but there is future cash flow implication.

Property, plant and equipment
The virus might mean that property, plant and equipment is under-utilised or not
utilised for a period or that capital projects are suspended. IAS 16 Property, plant
and equipment requires that depreciation continues to be charged in the income
statement while an asset is temporarily idle.
IAS 23 Borrowing costs requires that the capitalisation of interest is suspended
when development of an asset is suspended.
Clearly both these adjustments would have a negative effect on profitability.
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Financial instruments and leases

Financial instrument measurement
is tricky in the best of circumstances
Impairment under IFRS 9 Financial instruments
Where an entity has any financial instruments that are in the scope of IFRS 9’s
expected credit loss model (ECL) consideration should be given to the impact of
COVID-19 on the ECL. Instruments to be considered include amongst others loans,
trade and other receivables, debt instruments not measured at fair value through
profit or loss, contract assets, lease receivables, financial guarantees and loan
commitments.
Consider the impact of COVID-19 on both:
•

whether the ECL is measured at a 12-month or lifetime ECL. If the credit
risk (risk of default) has increased significantly, since initial recognition the
ECL is measured at the lifetime ECL rather than the 12-month ECL (except
for assets subject to the simplified approach, such as short-term
receivables and contract assets, which are always measured using lifetime
ECL); and

•

the estimate of ECL itself. This will include all of the credit risk (risk of
default). For example, this may increase if the debtor’s business is
adversely impacted by COVID-19;
o

the amount at risk if the debtor defaults (exposure at default).
For example, debtors affected by COVID-19 may draw down on
existing unused borrowing facilities, or cease making
discretionary over payments, or take longer than normal to pay
resulting in a greater amount at risk; and

o

the estimated loss as a result of default (loss given default). For
example, this may increase if COVID-19 results in a decrease in
the fair value of a non-financial asset pledged as collateral.

Even when a borrower is expected to repay all amounts owed but later than
contractually required, there will be a credit loss if the lender is not compensated
for the lost time value of money.
On a positive note, lawmakers have in the past several days introduced legislation
that would push back the date when smaller banks have to start applying so-called
current expected credit loss (CECL) accounting to their financial statements. And
more recently, the Federal Deposit Insurance Corp. (FDIC) sent a letter to the FASB,
also urging for a delay.
On 20 March, the Prudential Regulatory Authority – which sits within the Bank of
England – announced:
Guidance on IFRS 9 application by banks, which we interpret as recommending
that banks do not apply extreme pro-cyclical reserve top-ups to their portfolios in
the short term including confirmation that lenders are to take full account of the
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offsets being provided by monetary and fiscal authorities. Further the PRA
confirmed that – though it would release more information in due course in
conjunction with other regulators – it did not expect customers availing themselves
of government forbearance plans to be, by definition, moved to Stage 2 loan
classification;
We have seen the above approach to IFRS 9 – which effectively, we think,
encourages banks to adopt a cautious approach in making significant
provisions against future potential defaults driven by macro overlays and stage
classification of receivables – has been mirrored in announcements from numerous
other regulatory bodies globally, including those in Europe and the US.

Short- and long-term marketable securities
Liquid stores – change of classification from non-current to current if the intention
and ability to hold changes.

Fair value issues
When fair value is based on an observable market price, the quoted price at the
reporting date should be used. The fair value of an asset reflects a hypothetical exit
transaction at the reporting date. Changes in market prices after the reporting
date are therefore not reflected in asset valuation. This is important for companies
that have as yet not reported.
The volatility of prices on various markets has increased as a result of the spread of
COVID-19. This affects the fair value measurement either directly – if fair value is
determined based on market prices (for example, in case of shares or debt
securities traded on an active market), or indirectly – for example, if a valuation
technique is based on inputs that are derived from volatile markets.
Counterparty credit risk and the credit spread that is used to determine fair value
might also increase. However, in contrast the impact of actions taken by
governments to stimulate the economy might reduce risk-free interest rates.
On the derivatives market, the volatility created by the pandemic in certain markets
will have implications for the value of trades referencing affected assets. This may
increase margin calls and create liquidity implications for traders in those
markets. For investment funds, NAV-linked provisions may be triggered, with
potential termination and super-collateralization repercussions.
Companies should also be cognizant of their margin obligations under their OTC
derivatives contracts and consider the availability of cash and/or eligible collateral in
the event of significant margin calls in response to continued volatility, in particular
because dealers may be less willing to forgive delays or defaults in turbulent
markets.

Leases
Consider the fact that a lessor and a lessee might renegotiate the terms of a lease
as a result of COVID-19 or a lessor might grant a lessee a concession of some sort
in connection with lease payments. Both lessors and lessees should consider the
requirements of IFRS 16 Leases and whether the concession should be accounted
for a lease modification and spread over the remaining period of the lease.
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Subsidiaries, associates, JV and investment properties
The fair values of investments in subsidiaries, associates and joint ventures might
be affected by equity market volatility. The starting point for valuations of listed
companies is the market prices at the reporting date.
Investment property valuations could also be affected.
Entities are required to disclose changes in business or economic circumstances
that affect the fair value of investment entities or investments in associates and
joint ventures carried at fair value under IFRS 9

Revenue recognition

How is revenue recognised?
An entity’s sales and revenue might decline as a result of the reduced economic
activity following the steps taken to control the virus. This is accounted for when it
happens.
However, there could also be an effect on the assumptions made by management
in measuring the revenue from goods or services already delivered and in particular
on the measurement of variable consideration. For example, reduced demand
could lead to an increase in expected returns, additional price concessions, reduced
volume discounts, penalties for late delivery or a reduction in the prices that can be
obtained by a customer. All of these could affect the measurement of variable
consideration. IFRS 15 Revenue from contracts with customers requires that
variable consideration is recognised only when it is highly probable that amounts
recognised will not be reversed when the uncertainty is resolved.

Variable consideration
Consideration should be given to both the estimate of variable consideration and
whether the recognition threshold is met.
Variable consideration is defined broadly and can take many forms, such as
incentives, penalty provisions, price concessions, rebates or refunds. Consideration
is also considered variable if the amount an entity will receive is contingent on a
future event occurring or not occurring, even though the amount itself is fixed.
The following are examples of variable considerations:


Claims and pending change orders;



Unpriced change orders;



Incentive and penalty provisions within the contract;



Shared savings;



Price concessions;



Liquidating damages; and
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Unit price contracts with variable consideration.

Entities are required to estimate variable consideration when determining the
contract transaction price by taking into account all the information (historical,
current and forecasted) that is reasonably available and identifying a reasonable
number of possible consideration amounts

Deferred revenue
Deferred revenue, also known as unearned revenue, refers to advance payments a
company receives for products or services that are to be delivered or performed in
the future. The company that receives the prepayment records the amount as
deferred revenue, a liability, on its balance sheet.
Deferred revenue is a liability because it reflects revenue that has not been earned
and represents products or services that are owed to a customer. As the product or
service is delivered over time, it is recognized proportionally as revenue on
the income statement.

Non-financial obligations

Has all possible obligations
been accounted for?
Provisions
IAS 37 Provisions, contingent liabilities and contingent assets, requires a provision
to be recognised only where an entity has a present obligation; it is probable that
an outflow of resources is required to settle the obligation; and a reliable estimate
can be made.
Actions taken in relation to the virus should only be accounted for as a provision to
the extent that there is a present obligation for which the outflow of economic
benefits is probable and can be reliably estimated.
For example, a provision for restructuring should be recognised only when there is
a detailed formal plan for the restructuring and management has raised a valid
expectation in those (personnel) affected that the plan will be implemented.
IAS 37 does not permit provisions for future operating costs or future business
recovery costs.

Contingency reassessment
A contingency occurs when a current situation has an outcome that is unknown or
uncertain and will not be resolved until a future point in time. A contingent
liability can produce a future debt or negative obligation for the company. Some
examples of contingent liabilities include pending litigation (legal action),
warranties, customer insurance claims, and bankruptcy.
There are 2 requirements for contingent liabilities to be recognised:
1)

There is a likelihood of occurrence – then disclose the liability,
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2)

Measurement of the occurrence is classified as either estimable or
inestimable – is the estimation reasonable.

There are 4 potential treatments for contingent liabilities:


If the contingency is probable and estimable, it is likely to occur and can be
reasonably estimated. In this case, the liability and associated expense must be
included in the financial statements along with a note disclosure explaining the
reason for recognition,



If the contingent liability is probable and inestimable, it is likely to occur but
cannot be reasonably estimated. In this case, a note disclosure is required in
financial statements,



If the contingency is reasonably possible, it could occur but is not probable.
The amount may or may not be estimable. Since this condition does not meet
the requirement of likelihood, it should not be financially accounted for in the
financial statements. Rather, it should be disclosed in the notes only with any
available details, financial or otherwise,



If the contingent liability is considered remote, it is unlikely to occur and
may or may not be estimable. This does not meet the likelihood requirement,
and the possibility of actualization is minimal. In this situation, no note
disclosure in financial statements is necessary.

As contingencies move through the phases, disclosure changes.

Onerous contracts
Onerous contracts are those contracts for which the unavoidable costs of meeting
the obligations under the contract exceed the economic benefits expected to be
received under it. Unavoidable costs under a contract are the least net cost of
exiting the contract (that is, the lower of the cost to exit or breach the contract and
the cost of fulfilling it). Such contracts might include, for example, supply contracts
that the entity is not able to fulfil because of the virus.

Contingent assets
One of the steps taken to control the spread of the virus is to require that some
businesses close down temporarily. An entity might have business continuity
insurance and be able to recover some or all of the costs of closing down.
Consider whether the losses arising from COVID-19 are covered by its insurance
policies. The benefit of such insurance is recognised when the recovery is virtually
certain.

Employee benefits and share-based payments
Consider whether any of the assumptions used to measure employee benefits and
share based payments should be revised. For example, the yield on high-quality
bonds or the risk-free interest rate in a particular currency might have changed as a
result of recent developments or the probability of an employee meeting the
vesting conditions for bonuses or share based payments might have changed.
Management should also consider whether it has a legal or constructive obligation
to its employees in connection with the virus, for example sick pay or payments to
employees that self-isolate, for which a liability should be recognised.
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Considering reducing work-force as a result of the virus? IAS 19 Employee benefits
requires that a liability for employee termination is recognised only when the entity
can no longer withdraw the offer of those benefits or the costs of a related
restructuring are recognised in accordance with IAS 37.
IFRS 2 Share based payment requires that entities explain modifications to share
based payments, along with the incremental fair value granted, as well as
information about how the incremental fair value was determined.

Income taxes
The virus could affect future profits as a result of direct and indirect (effect on
customers, suppliers, service providers) factors. Asset impairment may also reduce
the amount of deferred tax liabilities and/or create additional deductible temporary
differences. Entities with deferred tax assets should reassess forecast profits and
the recoverability of deferred tax assets in accordance with IAS 12 Income taxes
taking into account the additional uncertainty arising from the virus and the steps
taken to control it.

Covenant breaches
The financial impact of the virus might cause some entities to breach covenants on
borrowings or trigger material adverse change clauses. This could result in loan
repayment terms changing and some loans becoming repayable on demand.
Management should consider whether the classification of loans and other
financing liabilities between non-current and current is affected and in extreme
situations whether the entity remains a going concern. Management should
consider particularly the impact of any cross-default clauses.

Events after the reporting period
A post balance sheet event is something that occurs after a reporting period, but
before the financial statements for that period have been issued or are available to
be issued.
The global situation is evolving rapidly. Management should therefore consider the
requirements of IAS 10 Events after the reporting period and in particular whether
the latest developments provide more information about the circumstances that
existed at the reporting date. Events that provide more information about the
spread of the virus and the related costs might be adjusting events. Events, such as
the announcement or enactment of new measures to contain the virus or decisions
taken are likely to be non-adjusting. Clear disclosure of non-adjusting events is
required when this is material to the financial statements.
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Company audit opinions

Expect auditors' ability
to give clean opinions to be hampered
The COVID-19 pandemic is likely to have an impact upon the ability of auditors to
carry out audits as they normally would. Audit firms have flagged the possibility
that the COVID-19 pandemic may mean that companies will not prepare
management accounts on a basis consistent with the accounting policies normally
adopted in preparing their audited accounts. If that were to be the case, then the
auditors would be unlikely to be able to carry out the typical procedures related to
comparing amounts shown in management accounts in the manner they would
have previously. Therefore it may be the case that auditors need to issue qualified
audit opinions.
Furthermore, it's understood that deadlines for filing financial statements may also
be relaxed.
The FCA has written to companies it knows were intending to publish preliminary
financial statements in the next few days to delay their planned publications. This
affects all FTSE listed companies.
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Our analytical response to COVID-19
Your guide to identifying which companies have
the resilience to weather COVID-19

Full report: Fundamental Analytics "Your guide to identify which companies
have the ..."
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"Pricing-in" the impact of COVID-19

Full report: Fundamental Analytics "Pricing-in" the impact of COVID-19: Why
are ..."
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Valuation Method and Risk Statement
This research report represents UBS's interpretation of the accounting rules (IAS,
IFRS and US GAAP), accepted convention and regulations.
The immediate risk in relation to the subject matter covered by the UBS
Fundamental Analytics team arises from the existence of accounting standard,
valuation and modelling techniques that are open to interpretation and differing
methods of application.
At the time of writing, we believe the issues raised in this research to be relevant to
investors, but this may change. Additionally, this research should not be read as a
complete or definitive account of all relevant issues. Although we attempt to
address all significant or nascent issues, these may not always be apparent, and
may change over time.
Finally, this document should not be interpreted to mean that all the issues
addressed in our research have a financial impact.
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44%
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41%

29%

Sell

FSR is > 6% below the MRA.

15%

20%

Short-Term Rating

Definition

Coverage3

IB Services4

Buy

Stock price expected to rise within three months from the time
the rating was assigned because of a specific catalyst or event.

<1%

<1%

Sell

Stock price expected to fall within three months from the time
the rating was assigned because of a specific catalyst or event.

<1%

<1%
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Review Committee (IRC). Factors considered by the IRC include the stock's volatility and the credit spread of the respective
company's debt. As a result, stocks deemed to be very high or low risk may be subject to higher or lower bands as they
relate to the rating. When such exceptions apply, they will be identified in the Company Disclosures table in the relevant
research piece.
Research analysts contributing to this report who are employed by any non-US affiliate of UBS Securities LLC are not
registered/qualified as research analysts with FINRA. Such analysts may not be associated persons of UBS Securities LLC and
therefore are not subject to the FINRA restrictions on communications with a subject company, public appearances, and
trading securities held by a research analyst account. The name of each affiliate and analyst employed by that affiliate
contributing to this report, if any, follows.
UBS AG London Branch: Renier Swanepoel, ACA, CA(SA); Geoff Robinson, CFM, FCA; Yiding Lu, CFA; Courtney Cook,
CFA.
Unless otherwise indicated, please refer to the Valuation and Risk sections within the body of this report. For a complete set
of disclosure statements associated with the companies discussed in this report, including information on valuation and risk,
please contact UBS Securities LLC, 1285 Avenue of Americas, New York, NY 10019, USA, Attention: Investment Research.
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Global Disclaimer
This document has been prepared by UBS AG London Branch, an affiliate of UBS AG. UBS AG, its subsidiaries, branches and affiliates are referred to herein as UBS.
This Document is provided solely to recipients who are expressly authorized by UBS to receive it. If you are not so authorized you must immediately
destroy the Document.
Global Research is provided to our clients through UBS Neo, and in certain instances, UBS.com and any other system or distribution method specifically identified in one
or more communications distributed through UBS Neo or UBS.com (each a system) as an approved means for distributing Global Research. It may also be made available
through third party vendors and distributed by UBS and/or third parties via e-mail or alternative electronic means. The level and types of services provided by Global
Research to a client may vary depending upon various factors such as a client's individual preferences as to the frequency and manner of receiving communications, a
client's risk profile and investment focus and perspective (e.g., market wide, sector specific, long-term, short-term, etc.), the size and scope of the overall client
relationship with UBS and legal and regulatory constraints.
All Global Research is available on UBS Neo. Please contact your UBS sales representative if you wish to discuss your access to UBS Neo.
When you receive Global Research through a System, your access and/or use of such Global Research is subject to this Global Research Disclaimer and to the UBS Neo
Platform Use Agreement (the "Neo Terms") together with any other relevant terms of use governing the applicable System.
When you receive Global Research via a third party vendor, e-mail or other electronic means, you agree that use shall be subject to this Global Research Disclaimer, the
Neo Terms and where applicable the UBS Investment Bank terms of business (https://www.ubs.com/global/en/investment-bank/regulatory.html) and to UBS's Terms of
Use/Disclaimer (http://www.ubs.com/global/en/legalinfo2/disclaimer.html). In addition, you consent to UBS processing your personal data and using cookies in
accordance
with
our
Privacy
Statement
(http://www.ubs.com/global/en/legalinfo2/privacy.html)
and
cookie
notice
(http://www.ubs.com/global/en/homepage/cookies/cookie-management.html).
If you receive Global Research, whether through a System or by any other means, you agree that you shall not copy, revise, amend, create a derivative
work, provide to any third party, or in any way commercially exploit any UBS research provided via Global Research or otherwise, and that you shall not
extract data from any research or estimates provided to you via Global Research or otherwise, without the prior written consent of UBS.
This document is for distribution only as may be permitted by law. It is not directed to, or intended for distribution to or use by, any person or entity who is a citizen or
resident of or located in any locality, state, country or other jurisdiction where such distribution, publication, availability or use would be contrary to law or regulation or
would subject UBS to any registration or licensing requirement within such jurisdiction.
This document is a general communication and is educational in nature; it is not an advertisement nor is it a solicitation or an offer to buy or sell any financial
instruments or to participate in any particular trading strategy. Nothing in this document constitutes a representation that any investment strategy or recommendation is
suitable or appropriate to an investor’s individual circumstances or otherwise constitutes a personal recommendation. By providing this document, none of UBS or its
representatives has any responsibility or authority to provide or have provided investment advice in a fiduciary capacity or otherwise. Investments involve risks, and
investors should exercise prudence and their own judgment in making their investment decisions. None of UBS or its representatives is suggesting that the recipient or
any other person take a specific course of action or any action at all. By receiving this document, the recipient acknowledges and agrees with the intended purpose
described above and further disclaims any expectation or belief that the information constitutes investment advice to the recipient or otherwise purports to meet the
investment objectives of the recipient. The financial instruments described in the document may not be eligible for sale in all jurisdictions or to certain categories of
investors.
Options, structured derivative products and futures (including OTC derivatives) are not suitable for all investors. Trading in these instruments is considered risky and may
be appropriate only for sophisticated investors. Prior to buying or selling an option, and for the complete risks relating to options, you must receive a copy of "The
Characteristics and Risks of Standardized Options." You may read the document at http://www.theocc.com/publications/risks/riskchap1.jsp or ask your salesperson for a
copy. Various theoretical explanations of the risks associated with these instruments have been published. Supporting documentation for any claims, comparisons,
recommendations, statistics or other technical data will be supplied upon request. Past performance is not necessarily indicative of future results. Transaction costs may
be significant in option strategies calling for multiple purchases and sales of options, such as spreads and straddles. Because of the importance of tax considerations to
many options transactions, the investor considering options should consult with his/her tax advisor as to how taxes affect the outcome of contemplated options
transactions.
Mortgage and asset-backed securities may involve a high degree of risk and may be highly volatile in response to fluctuations in interest rates or other market
conditions. Foreign currency rates of exchange may adversely affect the value, price or income of any security or related instrument referred to in the document. For
investment advice, trade execution or other enquiries, clients should contact their local sales representative.
The value of any investment or income may go down as well as up, and investors may not get back the full (or any) amount invested. Past performance is not necessarily
a guide to future performance. Neither UBS nor any of its directors, employees or agents accepts any liability for any loss (including investment loss) or damage arising
out of the use of all or any of the Information.
Prior to making any investment or financial decisions, any recipient of this document or the information should take steps to understand the risk and return of the
investment and seek individualized advice from his or her personal financial, legal, tax and other professional advisors that takes into account all the particular facts and
circumstances of his or her investment objectives.
Any prices stated in this document are for information purposes only and do not represent valuations for individual securities or other financial instruments. There is no
representation that any transaction can or could have been effected at those prices, and any prices do not necessarily reflect UBS's internal books and records or
theoretical model-based valuations and may be based on certain assumptions. Different assumptions by UBS or any other source may yield substantially different results.
No representation or warranty, either expressed or implied, is provided in relation to the accuracy, completeness or reliability of the information contained in any
materials to which this document relates (the "Information"), except with respect to Information concerning UBS. The Information is not intended to be a complete
statement or summary of the securities, markets or developments referred to in the document. UBS does not undertake to update or keep current the Information. Any
opinions expressed in this document may change without notice and may differ or be contrary to opinions expressed by other business areas or groups, personnel or
other representative of UBS. Any statements contained in this report attributed to a third party represent UBS's interpretation of the data, information and/or opinions
provided by that third party either publicly or through a subscription service, and such use and interpretation have not been reviewed by the third party. In no
circumstances may this document or any of the Information (including any forecast, value, index or other calculated amount ("Values")) be used for any of the following
purposes:
(i) valuation or accounting purposes;
(ii) to determine the amounts due or payable, the price or the value of any financial instrument or financial contract; or
(iii) to measure the performance of any financial instrument including, without limitation, for the purpose of tracking the return or performance of any Value or of
defining the asset allocation of portfolio or of computing performance fees.
By receiving this document and the Information you will be deemed to represent and warrant to UBS that you will not use this document or any of the Information for
any of the above purposes or otherwise rely upon this document or any of the Information.
UBS has policies and procedures, which include, without limitation, independence policies and permanent information barriers, that are intended, and upon which UBS
relies, to manage potential conflicts of interest and control the flow of information within divisions of UBS and among its subsidiaries, branches and affiliates. For further
information on the ways in which UBS manages conflicts and maintains independence of its research products, historical performance information and certain additional
disclosures concerning UBS research recommendations, please visit www.ubs.com/disclosures.
Research will initiate, update and cease coverage solely at the discretion of UBS Research Management, which will also have sole discretion on the timing and frequency
of any published research product. The analysis contained in this document is based on numerous assumptions. All material information in relation to published research
reports, such as valuation methodology, risk statements, underlying assumptions (including sensitivity analysis of those assumptions), ratings history etc. as required by
the Market Abuse Regulation, can be found on UBS Neo. Different assumptions could result in materially different results.
The analyst(s) responsible for the preparation of this document may interact with trading desk personnel, sales personnel and other parties for the purpose of gathering,
applying and interpreting market information. UBS relies on information barriers to control the flow of information contained in one or more areas within UBS into other
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areas, units, groups or affiliates of UBS. The compensation of the analyst who prepared this document is determined exclusively by research management and senior
management (not including investment banking). Analyst compensation is not based on investment banking revenues; however, compensation may relate to the
revenues of UBS and/or its divisions as a whole, of which investment banking, sales and trading are a part, and UBS's subsidiaries, branches and affiliates as a whole.
For financial instruments admitted to trading on an EU regulated market: UBS AG, its affiliates or subsidiaries (excluding UBS Securities LLC) acts as a market maker or
liquidity provider (in accordance with the interpretation of these terms under English law or, if not carried out by UBS in the UK the law of the relevant jurisdiction in
which UBS determines it carries out the activity) in the financial instruments of the issuer save that where the activity of liquidity provider is carried out in accordance
with the definition given to it by the laws and regulations of any other EU jurisdictions, such information is separately disclosed in this document. For financial
instruments admitted to trading on a non-EU regulated market: UBS may act as a market maker save that where this activity is carried out in the US in accordance with
the definition given to it by the relevant laws and regulations, such activity will be specifically disclosed in this document. UBS may have issued a warrant the value of
which is based on one or more of the financial instruments referred to in the document. UBS and its affiliates and employees may have long or short positions, trade as
principal and buy and sell in instruments or derivatives identified herein; such transactions or positions may be inconsistent with the opinions expressed in this document.
Within the past 12 months UBS AG, its affiliates or subsidiaries may have received or provided investment services and activities or ancillary services as per MiFID II which
may have given rise to a payment or promise of a payment in relation to these services from or to this company.
Where Global Research refers to "UBS Evidence Lab Inside" or has made use of data provided by UBS Evidence Lab you understand that UBS Evidence Lab is a separate
department to Global Research and that UBS Evidence Lab does not provide research, investment recommendations or advice.
United Kingdom: This material is distributed by UBS AG, London Branch to persons who are eligible counterparties or professional clients. UBS AG, London Branch is
authorised by the Prudential Regulation Authority and subject to regulation by the Financial Conduct Authority and limited regulation by the Prudential Regulation
Authority. Europe: Except as otherwise specified herein, these materials are distributed by UBS Europe SE, a subsidiary of UBS AG, to persons who are eligible
counterparties or professional clients (as detailed in the Bundesanstalt fur Finanzdienstleistungsaufsicht (BaFin)Rules and according to MIFID) and are only available to
such persons. The information does not apply to, and should not be relied upon by, retail clients. UBS Europe SE is authorised by the [European Central Bank (ECB)] and
regulated by the BaFin and the ECB. France: Prepared by UBS Europe SE and distributed by UBS Europe SE and UBS Securities France S.A. UBS Securities France S.A. is
regulated by the ACPR (Autorité de Contrôle Prudentiel et de Résolution) and the Autorité des Marchés Financiers (AMF). Where an analyst of UBS Securities France S.A.
has contributed to this document, the document is also deemed to have been prepared by UBS Securities France S.A. Germany, Luxembourg, the Netherlands,
Belgium and Ireland: Prepared by UBS AG, London Branch and distributed by UBS AG, London Branch and UBS Europe SE. Spain: Prepared by UBS Europe SE and
distributed by UBS Europe SE and UBS Securities España SV, SA. UBS Securities España SV, SA is regulated by the Comisión Nacional del Mercado de Valores (CNMV).
Turkey: Distributed by UBS AG, London Branch. No information in this document is provided for the purpose of offering, marketing and sale by any means of any
capital market instruments and services in the Republic of Turkey. Therefore, this document may not be considered as an offer made or to be made to residents of the
Republic of Turkey. UBS AG, London Branch is not licensed by the Turkish Capital Market Board under the provisions of the Capital Market Law (Law No. 6362).
Accordingly, neither this document nor any other offering material related to the instruments/services may be utilized in connection with providing any capital market
services to persons within the Republic of Turkey without the prior approval of the Capital Market Board. However, according to article 15 (d) (ii) of the Decree No. 32,
there is no restriction on the purchase or sale of the securities abroad by residents of the Republic of Turkey. Poland: Distributed by UBS Europe SE (spolka z
ograniczona odpowiedzialnoscia) Oddzial w Polsce regulated by the Polish Financial Supervision Authority. Where an analyst of UBS Europe SE (spolka z ograniczona
odpowiedzialnoscia) Oddzial w Polsce has contributed to this document, the document is also deemed to have been prepared by UBS Europe SE (spolka z ograniczona
odpowiedzialnoscia) Oddzial w Polsce. Russia: Prepared and distributed by UBS Bank (OOO). Switzerland: Distributed by UBS AG to persons who are institutional
investors only. UBS AG is regulated by the Swiss Financial Market Supervisory Authority (FINMA). Italy: Prepared by UBS Europe SE and distributed by UBS Europe SE and
UBS Europe SE, Italy Branch. Where an analyst of UBS Europe SE, Italy Branch has contributed to this document, the document is also deemed to have been prepared by
UBS Europe SE, Italy Branch.South Africa: Distributed by UBS South Africa (Pty) Limited (Registration No. 1995/011140/07), an authorised user of the JSE and an
authorised Financial Services Provider (FSP 7328). Israel: This material is distributed by UBS AG, London Branch. UBS Securities Israel Ltd is a licensed Investment
Marketer that is supervised by the Israel Securities Authority (ISA). UBS AG, London Branch and its affiliates incorporated outside Israel are not licensed under the Israeli
Advisory Law. UBS AG, London Branch is not covered by insurance as required from a licensee under the Israeli Advisory Law. UBS may engage among others in issuance
of Financial Assets or in distribution of Financial Assets of other issuers for fees or other benefits. UBS AG, London Branch and its affiliates may prefer various Financial
Assets to which they have or may have Affiliation (as such term is defined under the Israeli Advisory Law). Nothing in this Material should be considered as investment
advice under the Israeli Advisory Law. This Material is being issued only to and/or is directed only at persons who are Eligible Clients within the meaning of the Israeli
Advisory Law, and this material must not be relied on or acted upon by any other persons. Saudi Arabia: This document has been issued by UBS AG (and/or any of its
subsidiaries, branches or affiliates), a public company limited by shares, incorporated in Switzerland with its registered offices at Aeschenvorstadt 1, CH-4051 Basel and
Bahnhofstrasse 45, CH-8001 Zurich. This publication has been approved by UBS Saudi Arabia (a subsidiary of UBS AG), a Saudi closed joint stock company incorporated
in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia under commercial register number 1010257812 having its registered office at Tatweer Towers, P.O. Box 75724, Riyadh 11588, Kingdom
of Saudi Arabia. UBS Saudi Arabia is authorized and regulated by the Capital Market Authority to conduct securities business under license number 08113-37. UAE /
Dubai: The information distributed by UBS AG Dubai Branch is only intended for Professional Clients and/or Market Counterparties, as classified under the DFSA
rulebook. No other person should act upon this material/communication. The information is not for further distribution within the United Arab Emirates. UBS AG Dubai
Branch is regulated by the DFSA in the DIFC. UBS is not licensed to provide banking services in the UAE by the Central Bank of the UAE, nor is it licensed by the UAE
Securities and Commodities Authority. United States: Distributed to US persons by either UBS Securities LLC or by UBS Financial Services Inc., subsidiaries of UBS AG; or
by a group, subsidiary or affiliate of UBS AG that is not registered as a US broker-dealer (a ‘non-US affiliate’) to major US institutional investors only. UBS Securities LLC
or UBS Financial Services Inc. accepts responsibility for the content of a document prepared by another non-US affiliate when distributed to US persons by UBS Securities
LLC or UBS Financial Services Inc. All transactions by a US person in the securities mentioned in this document must be effected through UBS Securities LLC or UBS
Financial Services Inc., and not through a non-US affiliate. UBS Securities LLC is not acting as a municipal advisor to any municipal entity or obligated person within the
meaning of Section 15B of the Securities Exchange Act (the "Municipal Advisor Rule"), and the opinions or views contained herein are not intended to be, and do not
constitute, advice within the meaning of the Municipal Advisor Rule. Canada: Distributed by UBS Securities Canada Inc., a registered investment dealer in Canada and a
Member-Canadian Investor Protection Fund, or by another affiliate of UBS AG that is registered to conduct business in Canada or is otherwise exempt from registration.
Mexico: This report has been distributed and prepared by UBS Casa de Bolsa, S.A. de C.V., UBS Grupo Financiero, an entity that is part of UBS Grupo Financiero, S.A. de
C.V. and is a subsidiary of UBS AG. This document is intended for distribution to institutional or sophisticated investors only. Research reports only reflect the views of
the analysts responsible for the reports. Analysts do not receive any compensation from persons or entities different from UBS Casa de Bolsa, S.A. de C.V., UBS Grupo
Financiero, or different from entities belonging to the same financial group or business group of such. For Spanish translations of applicable disclosures, please go to
www.ubs.com/disclosures. Brazil: Except as otherwise specified herein, this material is prepared by UBS Brasil CCTVM S.A. to persons who are eligible investors residing
in Brazil, which are considered to be Investidores Profissionais, as designated by the applicable regulation, mainly the CVM Instruction No. 539 from the 13th of
November 2013 (determines the duty to verify the suitability of products, services and transactions with regards to the client´s profile). Hong Kong: Distributed by UBS
Securities Asia Limited and/or UBS AG, Hong Kong Branch, which is incorporated in Switzerland with limited liability. Please contact local licensed/registered
representatives of UBS Securities Asia Limited and/or UBS AG, Hong Kong Branch in respect of any matters arising from, or in connection with, the analysis or document.
Singapore: Distributed by UBS Securities Pte. Ltd. [MCI (P) 009/09/2018 and Co. Reg. No.: 198500648C] or UBS AG, Singapore Branch. Please contact UBS Securities
Pte. Ltd., an exempt financial adviser under the Singapore Financial Advisers Act (Cap. 110); or UBS AG, Singapore Branch, an exempt financial adviser under the
Singapore Financial Advisers Act (Cap. 110) and a wholesale bank licensed under the Singapore Banking Act (Cap. 19) regulated by the Monetary Authority of
Singapore, in respect of any matters arising from, or in connection with, the analysis or document. The recipients of this document represent and warrant that they are
accredited and institutional investors as defined in the Securities and Futures Act (Cap. 289). Japan: Distributed by UBS Securities Japan Co., Ltd. to professional
investors (except as otherwise permitted). Where this document has been prepared by UBS Securities Japan Co., Ltd., UBS Securities Japan Co., Ltd. is the author,
publisher and distributor of the document. Distributed by UBS AG, Tokyo Branch to Professional Investors (except as otherwise permitted) in relation to foreign exchange
and other banking businesses when relevant. Australia: Clients of UBS AG: Distributed by UBS AG (ABN 47 088 129 613 and holder of Australian Financial Services
License No. 231087). Clients of UBS Securities Australia Ltd: Distributed by UBS Securities Australia Ltd (ABN 62 008 586 481 and holder of Australian Financial Services
License No. 231098). This Document contains general information and/or general advice only and does not constitute personal financial product advice. As such, the
Information in this document has been prepared without taking into account any investor’s objectives, financial situation or needs, and investors should, before acting
on the Information, consider the appropriateness of the Information, having regard to their objectives, financial situation and needs. If the Information contained in this
document relates to the acquisition, or potential acquisition of a particular financial product by a ‘Retail’ client as defined by section 761G of the Corporations Act 2001
where a Product Disclosure Statement would be required, the retail client should obtain and consider the Product Disclosure Statement relating to the product before
making any decision about whether to acquire the product. The UBS Securities Australia Limited Financial Services Guide is available at: www.ubs.com/ecs-research-fsg.
New Zealand: Distributed by UBS New Zealand Ltd. UBS New Zealand Ltd is not a registered bank in New Zealand. You are being provided with this UBS publication or
material because you have indicated to UBS that you are a “wholesale client” within the meaning of section 5C of the Financial Advisers Act 2008 of New Zealand
(Permitted Client). This publication or material is not intended for clients who are not Permitted Clients (non-permitted Clients). If you are a non-permitted Client you
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must not rely on this publication or material. If despite this warning you nevertheless rely on this publication or material, you hereby (i) acknowledge that you may not
rely on the content of this publication or material and that any recommendations or opinions in such this publication or material are not made or provided to you, and
(ii) to the maximum extent permitted by law (a) indemnify UBS and its associates or related entities (and their respective Directors, officers, agents and Advisors) (each a
‘Relevant Person’) for any loss, damage, liability or claim any of them may incur or suffer as a result of, or in connection with, your unauthorised reliance on this
publication or material and (b) waive any rights or remedies you may have against any Relevant Person for (or in respect of) any loss, damage, liability or claim you may
incur or suffer as a result of, or in connection with, your unauthorised reliance on this publication or material. Korea: Distributed in Korea by UBS Securities Pte. Ltd.,
Seoul Branch. This document may have been edited or contributed to from time to time by affiliates of UBS Securities Pte. Ltd., Seoul Branch. This material is intended
for professional/institutional clients only and not for distribution to any retail clients. Malaysia: This material is authorized to be distributed in Malaysia by UBS Securities
Malaysia Sdn. Bhd (Capital Markets Services License No.: CMSL/A0063/2007). This material is intended for professional/institutional clients only and not for distribution
to any retail clients. India: Distributed by UBS Securities India Private Ltd. (Corporate Identity Number U67120MH1996PTC097299) 2/F, 2 North Avenue, Maker Maxity,
Bandra Kurla Complex, Bandra (East), Mumbai (India) 400051. Phone: +912261556000. It provides brokerage services bearing SEBI Registration Number:
INZ000259830; merchant banking services bearing SEBI Registration Number: INM000010809 and Research Analyst services bearing SEBI Registration Number:
INH000001204. UBS AG, its affiliates or subsidiaries may have debt holdings or positions in the subject Indian company/companies. Within the past 12 months, UBS AG,
its affiliates or subsidiaries may have received compensation for non-investment banking securities-related services and/or non-securities services from the subject Indian
company/companies. The subject company/companies may have been a client/clients of UBS AG, its affiliates or subsidiaries during the 12 months preceding the date of
distribution of the research report with respect to investment banking and/or non-investment banking securities-related services and/or non-securities services. With
regard to information on associates, please refer to the Annual Report at: http://www.ubs.com/global/en/about_ubs/investor_relations/annualreporting.htmlTaiwan:
Distributed by UBS Securities Pte. Ltd., Taipei Branch which is regulated by the Taiwan Securities and Futures Bureau. This documents contains general information
and/or general advice only and does NOT constitute any "Recommendation" to clients for the covered companies or any companies mentioned in this document.
Indonesia: This report is being distributed by PT UBS Sekuritas Indonesia and is delivered by its licensed employee(s), including marketing/sales person, to its client. PT
UBS Sekuritas Indonesia, having its registered office at Wisma GKBI, 22nd floor, JL. Jend. Sudirman, kav.28, Jakarta 10210, Indonesia, is a subsidiary company of UBS
AG and licensed under Capital Market Law no. 8 year 1995, a holder of broker-dealer and underwriter licenses issued by the Capital Market and Financial Institution
Supervisory Agency (now Otoritas Jasa Keuangan/OJK). PT UBS Sekuritas Indonesia is also a member of Indonesia Stock Exchange and supervised by Otoritas Jasa
Keuangan (OJK). Neither this report nor any copy hereof may be distributed in Indonesia or to any Indonesian citizens except in compliance with applicable Indonesian
capital market laws and regulations. This report is not an offer of securities in Indonesia and may not be distributed within the territory of the Republic of Indonesia or to
Indonesian citizens in circumstance which constitutes an offering within the meaning of Indonesian capital market laws and regulations.
The disclosures contained in research documents produced by UBS AG, London Branch or UBS Europe SE shall be governed by and construed in accordance with English
law.
UBS specifically prohibits the redistribution of this document in whole or in part without the written permission of UBS and in any event UBS accepts no liability
whatsoever for any redistribution of this document or its contents or the actions of third parties in this respect. Images may depict objects or elements that are protected
by third party copyright, trademarks and other intellectual property rights. © UBS 2020. The key symbol and UBS are among the registered and unregistered trademarks
of UBS. All rights reserved.
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